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one parameter to another
for another function? I want
to access a third function

(invalid) from this one
(base), but I have an error

"cannot convert from'string'
to 'System.Collections.Gener

ic.List' any idea how to fix
that? function base() { Syste
m.Windows.Forms.MessageB
ox.Show("base"); list.Add(v);
} function invalid(id) { Syste
m.Windows.Forms.MessageB
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ox.Show("invalid" + id); } A:
You can't. If you want to use

a list as a parameter, you
need a typed list. If you want

to have a function which
takes a string, and gets the

id out of it, then your
function needs to take

parameters of string type.
The built in list type is not a

typed list. If you want to
make it into one, you can
create your own typed list
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class. EDIT: I should point
out that if you want to

combine a few functions into
a single method, you should
extract them into separate
methods. I.e. 6d1f23a050
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